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AGM AGENDA 29 JUNE 2018
Notice is hereby given that the Scarboro SLSC Annual General Meeting will be held on Friday 29 June 2018. The meeting will be
held at the offices of SLSWA, 7 Delawney Street, Balcatta, commencing at 6.00pm.
All membership fees will be due prior to the meeting and can be paid through our club office or online at:
https://pnpnet.qvalent.com/OnlinePaymentServlet?cd_community=SLSA&cd_currency=AUD
Nominations for positions on the Executive, Disciplinary and Life Member and Awards Committees are now open and must be
submitted in writing to the club office at least 5 days prior to the AGM. Nominations forms and membership information are
available on our website: www.scarboro.com.au

1. Welcome and Acknowledgements.
2. Attendances.
3. Apologies.
4. Confirmation of the minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 23 June 2017.
5. Confirmation of the minutes of the Special General Meeting held on 11th May 2018.
6. Business arising from previous minutes.
7. Reports.
President
Vice President
Director of Finance
Director of Administration
8. Invitation to members to speak on the reports only
9. To receive and adopt the Annual Report and Financial Statement for 2017/2018
10. Appointments of Honorary Members for 2018/2019 season.
Patron
Vice Patrons
Club Doctor
Club Legal representative
11. Election of Office Bearers for 2018/2019 season.
President
Director Business Development
Director Finance
Director Administration
Director Beach Operations
Director Surf Sports
12. Election and Appointments of Committees for 2018/2019 season.
Life Membership and Awards Committee
Disciplinary Committee
13. Closing
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OBJECTIVES

OFFICE BEARERS

The Club is established solely for the Objects.

President

Alan Carville

Vice President

Jody Ballard

Director of Finance

Tony Ince

Director of Administration

Marissa Welch

Lifesaving Officers

Angus McMillan

SEASON 2017-2018

The Objects are to:
• Affiliate and otherwise liaise with SLSWA to do
all things necessary to promote and advance the
study, conduct, practice, control and administration
of the many aspects of Surf Lifesaving devoted to
aquatic safety, management and preservation of
life in the aquatic environment.

Terry Colby
Junior Officer

Nicole Tolev

• Liaise and co-operate with the City of Stirling on
measures that are necessary to ensure the safety of
the public on Scarborough Beach and other agreed
patrol areas within the Local Area.

Youth Development Officer

Mick Girando

Education Officer

Belinda Kuster

Competition Officer

Chris Kuster

• Strive for and maintain government, commercial
and public recognition of the Club as the authority
on Surf Lifesaving in the Local Area.

Water Captain

Warren Jones

Beach Captain

Glenn Ross

• Encourage Members to realise their potential and
athletic abilities by providing them the opportunity
of education, training and participation in Surf
Lifesaving competition through provision of intraclub activities and entry into inter-club competitions.

Board Captain

Mark Burgess

Boat Captain

Tim Whitehurst

IRB Captain

Reece Vogels

Ski Captain

Martin Robinson

Social Officer

Cheryl Harry

Race Secretary

Brian Hall

Historian

Janet Hall

First Aid Officer

Shane Power

Radio Officer

Shane O’Driscoll-Black

Safety Officer

Peter Hülkenberg

Gear & Equipment Officer

Phil Cooper

Clubrooms Officer

Trevor Radcliffe

Membership Officer

Suzie Cracknell

Clothing Coordinator

Gina Ogilvie

Scarboro SLSC Administrator

Kerry Yates

• Foster, regulate, organise and manage
examinations, competitions, displays and other
activities and to issue badges, medallions and
certificates and award trophies and prizes to
successful Members.
• Adopt and implement appropriate policies,
including in relation to equal opportunity, equity,
drugs in sport, health, safety, junior and senior
programs, infectious diseases and such other
matters as arise from time to time as issues to be
addressed by the Club and in Surf Lifesaving.
• Establish, grant, seek and support awards to
Members worthy of recognition for extensive
and outstanding service, hard and meritorious
rescues, deeds of exceptional bravery and other
distinguished service and acts performed from
time to time in the course of Surf Lifesaving or
other fields of endeavour.
• Have regard to the public interest in its operations.
• Undertake and or do all such things or activities
which are necessary, incidental or conducive to
the advancement of the Club, Surf Lifesaving and
these Objects.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING MINUTES

23 June 2017

1. WELCOME AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

7. REPORTS

Meeting opened at 6:30pm at SLSWA, 7 Delawney

President

Street, Balcatta

Vice President

Membership fees taken from 5:45pm

Director of Finance

Welcome by Alan Carville, acknowledgement of Life

Director of Administration

Members, Members, Sponsors and Guests.

Club Captain

2. ATTENDANCE

All reports adopted as published in the Annual Report.

As per the attendance register signed at the door.

Alan Carville invited members to speak in relation to the
reports only at this time.

3. APOLOGIES
Darryl Kelly

Paul McKenner

The President, Alan Carville spoke in general to all

Tanya Channell

Jane Blake

present at the AGM and the following was discussed/

Tim Whitehurst

Jose Desfosses

mentioned-:

Mark Irwin

Marissa Welch

Tim Schifferli

Elise Irwin

President’s Address

Peter Hilgendorf

Brian Morrissey

• Thanked members who stayed with the club over a
challenging season

4. CONFIRMATION OF THE MINUTES OF THE

• Congratulated lifesaving officers and captains for

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HELD ON THE 24TH

maintaining our patrol presence over the season and

JUNE 2016.

the younger patrolling members who comprised a

Motion to accept and confirm the minutes by: Doug

large proportion of our teams and took on responsible

McGhie; Seconded by: John Wright.

positions

Carried by the member’s present

• Poor early weather in the start of the season enabled
the club to develop patrol operational processes without

5. BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES

early lifesaving pressure

No Business Raised

• Thanked competition groups for storage of equipment
at home in particular boat sweeps

6. TO RECEIVE AND ADOPT THE ANNUAL REPORT

• Good support and professional attitude from John

AND FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR 2016/17

Snook and the Beach Services lifeguards while we

Motion to receive and adopt the report by: Brian Hall;

established ourselves in the compound

Seconded by: Trevor Radcliffe

• Surf sports identified as a driver for member retention

Carried by the members present

and a focus for next season. We’d like to see structured
programs on Sunday mornings
• Aussies in 2018, would be good to see Scarboro
athletes competing
• Workforce and possible catering, Bob Welch to look for
EOI from members
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• Debbie Whitehurst has managed to keep existing

Legal 		

SLSWA Solicitors

liquor license awaiting completion of premises

Medical

Warren Jones

• Constitution changes probable this coming season to
meet Associations Incorporation Act. Bob Welch to work

Motion to accept the Honorary Nominees by: Tony Ince;

on an update

Seconded by: Jody Ballard

Question regarding lease negotiation and

Carried by the members present

redevelopment: The following nominees were announced for the

• Should be completed by December 2017

Executive Committee Positions, with Debbie Whitehurst
Alan asked John Snook from the City of Stirling for

stepping down from Administration Director and Blair

comment: -

Redfern stepping down from the Club Captain roles.

• Construction of club premises four weeks in front of
schedule with operation area nearly complete
Alan Carville handed over to Tony Ince, Director of
Finance to address members further to his reports and

President

Alan Carville

unopposed

Vice President

Jody Ballard

unopposed

Director of

Marissa Welch

unopposed

Tony Ince

unopposed

Garry Silk

unopposed

Administration

the 2016/17 season.
• No questions or queries were raised regarding finances
for the 2016/17 season.

Director of
Finance
Club Captain

• Tony thanked all our Sponsors for sticking by the club
and continuing with their sponsorship even though there

Alan Carville resumed the chair and announced that

wasn’t a club.

all other office bearers would be elected at the first

• Tony Ince did say we were on track with finances and

Executive Meeting.

our finances looked good as we plan to move into the
club.

9. APPOINTMENTS OF COMMITTEES FOR 2017/2018

• Jody Ballard did mention that he would be applying

SEASON

for Grants to assist with the fit out of the club and office

Disciplinary Committee:

equipment etc.

Tanya Channell, Rod Dalziell, Dave Thomson.

Motion to receive and adopt the reports by: Brian Hall;

Life Membership and Awards Committee:

Seconded by: Trevor Radcliffe

Nick Stewart (President), Rod Dalziell, Scott Hawkins,
Tanya Channell, Robert Welch, Jody Ballard (EXEC

8. ELECTION OF OFFICE BEARERS FOR SEASON

Representative), Janet Hall, Dave Thomson, Marissa

2016/17

Welch (EXEC Representative)

Alan Carville declared all positions to be vacant. The
following nominees for the Honorary Positions were

Motion to accept the nominated and unopposed

announced:

members of Committees by: Brian Hall;

Patron		

Seconded by: Daryl Entriken

Liza Harvey MLA, State Member for

		Scarborough
Vice Patrons

Councillor Giovanni Italiano, Mayor

		

City of Stirling

Carried by the member’s present
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10. GENERAL BUSINESS

11. MEETING CLOSED

Q: Leanne Carville asked if the club would be linked

In closing Alan Carville thanked everyone for the past

to the pool, in particular with any training squad which

season and is looking forward to the season ahead.

may be of value in us attracting some swimmers to the
surf club

There being no other business Alan Carville declared

Response: Alan Carville suggested the club’s

the meeting closed at 7.35pm.

relationship with a training squad was under
investigation. Asked John Snook for comment. JS said
that no training squad had been selected to operate
at the pool at this stage.
Q: Sharon Walshaw asked if the club is wanting a
stronger focus on Competition will we be looking at
getting paid coaches for Boards, Swimming and our
Beach Athletes?
Response: “NO” we have senior qualified Coaches at
our Club who are willing to give back to the upcoming
athletes and members. Alan, feels strongly that there
is no need for this.
Q: Rod Dalziell asked what our retention rate was for
the season?
Response: Jody Ballard (VP) stated that we were
down 50% on memberships. Our patrols were hard
to fill; therefore, we would be relying on our Life
Members and Active Reserve members to step in and
assist with Patrols.
Q: Bernard Weir asked if the EXEC or Building
Committee have been over the MRA Agreement
with a fine-tooth comb? Have the club’s assets been
secure with the CoS? Are the members going to be
involved with the redevelopment of the new club, will
the members have a say in the redevelopment to the
new club?
Response: Alan did state that Himself, Jody Ballard
and Debbie Whitehurst were on the Building
Committee and had a good relationship with the MRA
and the CoS. Bernie and our members can rest assure
that they have the clubs BEST interests in mind.
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SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING MINUTES
Draft Minutes of Special General Meeting of the

11 May 2018

The amendment was put and carried.

Scarboro Surf Life Saving Club held on Friday 11
May at the offices of SLSWA, 7 Delawney St Balcatta

4.3 The motion to replace the current Constitution

commencing at 6:00pm

with the new Constitution dated 09/03/18, as
amended above, was put and carried unanimously.

1. WELCOME AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
President A Carville noted that a quorum was

The business of the meeting being completed, the

in attendance, declared the meeting open and

President thanked members for their attendance and

welcomed members.

declared the meeting closed.

2. ATTENDANCE:

ENDS.

J Alco, J Ballard, B Blake, A Carville, T Channell, T
Colby, G Croft, R Dalziell, C Dickson, T Edrich, D
Entriken, B Goddard, M Gribbon, B Hall, J Hall, C
Harry, P Hawkins, T Ince, M Irwin, E Irwin, W Jones ,P
McDonnell, D McGhie, P McKenner, A McMillan, N
Stewart, R Thompson, A Watts, B Weir, M Welch, B
Welch, D Whitehurst, J Young
3. APOLOGIES FOR NON ATTENDANCE RECEIVED
FROM:
P Hilgendorf, M Nielsen, K O’Connor, S Power, D
Thomson, B Whitehurst, T Whitehurst.
4. NOTICE OF MOTION
4.1 To replace the current Constitution of the Scarboro
SLSC dated November 2015 with the new Constitution
draft v090318.
Moved T Ince, seconded B Hall.
4.2 Notice of amendment to clause 25
After heading “By-Laws” add “& Policies”
In sub-clause 25.1 after “By-Laws” add “& Policies”
In sub section (a) at end after “By-Laws” add “or
Policies”
In sub-clause (c) after “By-Laws” add “and Policies”
In sub-clause 5.2 after “By-Laws” add “& Policies”
After “A By-Law” add “and/or Policy”
Moved J Ballard, seconded P McDonnell
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PRESIDENT
Introduction

Life Saving Australia to move in!

This was a season of transition

without a club captain for the latter
part of the season. Well done by

and thwarted expectations with

People

those officers who simply got on with

occupation of our new facilities

There were some changes in

things, those who complained they

so tantalisingly close. We moved

the Executive team this season

couldn’t perform their role without

into the operational area from our

with Deborah Whitehurst and

direction may need to reconsider

container compound at short notice

Blair Redfern stepping down and

taking one in the future.

in December of 2017 to enable works

Marissa Welch and Garry Silk

to commence at the northern area of

respectively filling the positions of

Building

the beach. While a big improvement

Administrator and Club Captain.

The Scarborough Redevelopment

on the containers the rest of the

With a background in Scarboro Surf

was a major program to reinvigorate

facilities at the beach level weren’t

Club from nipper days, competition

the foreshore with a total cost in

ready, portable toilets and showers

at a high level and a stint at SLSWA

the vicinity of $100 million dollars

under a single hose were the order of

Marissa had exposure to surf

with City of Stirling and the then

the day. Gradually elements became

lifesaving and the operation of a

State Government through the

available, public toilets and showers

club. Garry came from left field,

Metropolitan Redevelopment

in late February but the rest of the

without a surf club background

Authority sharing the cost, the City

club premises at the beach level

but with skills in operating mobile

exclusively funding the pool and the

were still not accessible. Even after

assets like jet skis and many logged

MRA the majority of the rest of the

practical completion was called and

patrol hours in the previous season.

redevelopment.

the City of Stirling took ownership

Unfortunately, a lack of appreciation,

we weren’t given early access to the

even disregard for the importance

As part of the program the club

rest of the beach level as we had

of governance and proper process

agreed to the demolition of the

been when they needed us to move.

by Garry and some other appointed

clubrooms that had been our home

Eventually we did gain access just in

officers led to Garry stepping down

since 1963 and to the construction

time for us to shift out and allow Surf

from the role and the club operating

of new premises. The premises are
part of a complex spread across all
three levels of the development that
has become an asset of the City. We
share the complex with the City itself
and other occupants.
Our lease with the City has basic
terms similar to our previous but
with changes around rent, both fixed
and as a percentage of revenue,
and operational expenses given
our shared tenancy. The term of
the lease is twenty one years but
the basic rent has been increased
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four fold from a peppercorn $300

connect by any method to the walls

our expectations to meet the new

to $1200. More significant is the rent

which hampers optimal utilisation of

conditions.

payable as a percentage of revenue

space, efficiency and efficacy. Justin

earned through hiring of the function

has designed racking in the main to

Money

hall. After extensive negotiation this

be free standing or load bearing on

We moved from our container

has been set at 20% of net revenue

the floor to compensate.

compound into the beach level

over $100,000, indexed by CPI. The

operational area in December of

rationale given for the additional rent

I’d like to acknowledge the work of

2017. Given our costs were minimal

was for a fund to cover the lessor’s

the architect Gary Mackintosh from

for the period up to that point and

building maintenance. While many of

Hames Sharley, program manager

even considering we’d lowered

the terms of the lease are standard

Chris Savage from PwC and major

membership fees to compensate for

and were part of our previous

contractors Georgiou. The design

a loss of facilities, financially the club

lease there is more stringent

of the new club rooms changed

is in a sound position. Additionally,

control exercised by the City and

over the years of the project

thanks to some great work by Jody

potentially higher operational costs,

with aesthetics competing with

Ballard the club has been able to

agreements are yet to be reached

stakeholder demands, in conflict with

raise significant funds through grants

that will apportion costs for utilities

an agreed accommodation schedule

and donations. In particular Jody

and some services like cleaning.

that had been signed off in the

with assistance from Debbie applied

Memorandum of Understanding in

for and received a significant grant

We’ve now moved into the complete

addition to all manner of constraints

from Lotterywest that will fund a

facilities at the beach level while the

from the size of surfboats and

portion of our fitout costs, function

premises at the upper promenade

rubbish trucks, to coastal planning

hall equipment as well as assorted

are slated for completion in the

guidelines and the ubiquitous

member facilities. In addition the

coming season. Jody Ballard and

pressure of time and budget. Always

Rotary Club of Scarborough have

Deborah Whitehurst were our

dedicated and affable Gary’s design

again supported the club with their

Building Committee involved in the

morphed as he managed to satisfy

largest grant so far which will fund

discussions and I think that members

the varied requests and deliver

the fitout of the training room.

and others have been impressed by

explanations with quiet logic. Chris

the result. The club is fitting out the

was always accessible, professional

Competition

upper level kitchen, cool room, bar,

and communicative, managing

Scarborough played host to the

offices and reception. We’re funding

our interactions with the various

most significant competition events

much of the work using our partners

stakeholders and contractors.

this season, the three act drama of

Arcus through club supporter Terry

Head contractor Georgiou were

the Junior and Senior State Titles

Arcus and polar bear Tony Jackson

businesslike, amenable to requests

and the Australian Surf Lifesaving

under the watchful eye of clubrooms

and categorised by a can do

Championships. All three were

man Trevor Radcliffe.

attitude.

successful and in each the weather
played a significant role. The juniors

We’re also working on racking and

All isn’t positive though, the loss

opened with flags and sprints on a

security cages in the operational

of dedicated club bays and the

windy Friday evening that went to a

area with Justin Coe, his father and

imposition of timed parking has

blustery Saturday where some of the

Bryan Goddard generously donating

been a change that has impacted on

events for the younger age groups

their time and expertise. An example

beach visitation and our membership

were held over to a much cleaner

of the new City of Stirling control

numbers, in particular juniors. The

Sunday. The Senior States will be

is being unable to drill holes or

simple truth is that we need to adjust

remembered for some of the biggest
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surf and most exciting racing in many

who assembled a group of athletes

positions up for election at each AGM

years. After a fairly average Saturday,

prepared to train to achieve goals.

• Maximum of three consecutive

Sunday morning broke with an off

With Luke Watson running board

terms totalling six years on the

shore breeze and some clean faces

training for the younger juniors,

Executive regardless of the

on great waves. The crowds on the

sweeps in the boats and Glenn

position(s) held

beach and Sunset Hill enjoyed some

Ross, Jose Desfosses on the sand

• Nominees for Executive positions

of the best competition seen in a

we have the coaches who inspire

published in the Notice of AGM at

State Titles for many years.

and engage. With a linkage to the

least 21 days prior

pool program the future for real surf

• Each Executive position to be

The final Act of the drama was the

sports improvement built from the

endorsed by vote at the AGM

Aussies. Always a major logistical

juniors and youth is looking better.

regardless of the number of

exercise made all the more so by

nominees

the not quite completed foreshore

Constitution

• Quorum for General Meetings

redevelopment, nonetheless the

With constitutional changes due

will be twenty percent of the voting

carnival was a success. Having been

in June 2019 for the not for profit

membership or thirty members

unable to complete the majority of

sector to meet the requirements

whichever is the greater

water events at last season’s Aussies

of the Associations Incorporation

due to cancellation for poor water

Act our long time policy, or should

At the time of writing the document

quality there was a determination

I say by-law warrior Bob Welch

is still to be accepted at a Special

that the premier events would be

embarked on the job of merging

General Meeting to enable the

run. With the possibility of really

our existing constitution with the

next Annual General Meeting to be

inclement weather for Sunday

template provided by SLSA and also

held under the auspices of the new

a decision was made to bring

updating our Executive and other

constitution.

forward the finals to Saturday. As

committee structures to improve the

events unfolded it proved a wise

management and operations of the

The Accidental President

choice with the Saturday program

club and to bring our constitution

Being president was never my

of finals under warm sun and light

up to date and in line with modern

desire and was really the result of

breezes and with a big shore dump

practice.

circumstances. That the club wasn’t

being really thrilling viewing. The

a victim of those circumstances is

Aussies were also a success for

Summarised, the main changes are

due to the great support and work

the redevelopment with positive

• Six member Executive, the Vice

of other Executive members and

feedback for the layout from almost

President position being renamed as

appointed officers but in particular

everyone. Mention must be made

the Director Business Development

the ordinary members who manned

of the workforce and the role Bob

to better describe the role and

our patrols to meet our community

Welch had in negotiating with SLSA.

the Club Captain position split

service obligations throughout the

With experience from managing

into Director Beach Operations

seasons, they deserve the greatest

Aussies at Scarborough in earlier

( lifesaving and education ) and

praise. It is the proper time for me

years Bob was able to extract a

Director Surf Sports to give specific

to step down to allow for a more

deal that boosted club coffers quite

role focus

dynamic and engaged person to

impressively.

• Two Appointed Executive

properly fill the role for a future of

positions to be filled as required to

challenge but great opportunity.

At club level we saw the beginnings

provide specific skills

of a surf sports program, driven

• Two year terms for Executive

Alan Carville

by Water Captain Warren Jones

positions staggered with three

President
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VICE PRESIDENT
Over the past season we have been very lucky in that “selling” the new Scarboro SLSC and the contribution
we make to the community is relatively easy as sponsors can see the progress of our redevelopment alongside
our enduring presence on the beach. Despite the upheaval of the redevelopment over the last two seasons the
majority of our sponsors have stuck with us as they see the value of their sponsorships into the future.
I’d like to extend our appreciation to our sponsors and supporters; the City of Stirling, Channel Nine, IGA
Doubleview, Kenwick Auto Electrics, Davey Real Estate, Rotary Club of Scarborough, Sharon Long Chartered
Accountants and Scarboro Toyota. Your support is never underestimated and is always much appreciated.
My continued focus as Vice President over the last year has been the ongoing Club redevelopment, the design
and build of our new Club is complete and the Club has commenced final fitout. Our fitout will continue for a
few months more with a completion goal of 30 September 2018 to be up and running and fully operational for
the start of our 2018/19 season on the beach.
As part of the redevelopment the Club is responsible for approximately $400k of the final fitout, no small amount
by any standard. We took the decision to apply for a grant through Lotterywest to cover the majority of these costs
with the remainder being sought from other grant providers, supporters and donors. We were lucky enough to
have our grant application approved recently seeing us the recipients of $300k from Lotterywest, the Rotary Club
of Scarborough, a long-time supporter of our life saving, education and training contributed $18k towards the
fitout of the new training room, along with a number of
other smaller grants and donations to date. I continue
to seek funding opportunities with a view to completing
the entire fitout with minimal impact on our reserves.
Given the expense of the fitout consideration was
given to partnership options where by goods and
services would have been supplied to the Club
towards our fitout with the Club then entering an
ongoing partnership with these providers until such
a time the fitout was repaid. It was decided that such
a partnership was not in the interests of the Club and
therefore we opted to put our efforts into funding
the fitout through other sources. Our decision was
justified by our successful Lotterywest grant and other
grant income to date, meaning we are free as a Club
to decide on the best partnerships for the Club to
develop and grow our future income without any ties to
repaying the fitout to a particular provider.
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At the start of the season we endorsed ‘Scarboro 100’ our strategic plan that will take us towards our 100th
anniversary as a Club. This plan came about through a session open to all members whereby feedback and
ideas were gathered, it aligns to the SLSA 2020 strategic plan and the SLSWA 2015-2020 strategic plan ensuring
that as a Club we, along with our membership, are travelling towards our goal to create better and more resilient
people through surf life saving.
The following table contains the Key Performance Indicators that are used to track our Strategic Objectives
for Scarboro Surf Life Saving Club over the period 2017 – 2028. Each Strategic Objective is supported by a list
of KPIs that focus our activities and measure our success for the organisation over the period. We have seen
positive results against our KPIs in all areas except awards per member, this negative result is driven by two
factors: firstly our existing members have allowed their advanced skills awards to lapse; and secondly our large
intake of new patrolling members late in the season have had little opportunity to develop their skills through
higher order awards yet. This shortfall is something that will be addressed with the relevant Directors and
Officers in the 2018/19 season.

Theme

Outcome

Key Performance

Benchmark 2017

Results 2018

Awards per member =
2.52
Rescues = 45
Preventatives = 821
1st Aid treatments = 184

Awards per member =
2.45
Rescues = 56
Preventatives = 3,355
1st Aid treatments = 124

Indicator
Saving Lives

Highly competent
lifesavers

Awards per member
Rescue per annum
Preventative actions per
annum
1st Aid treatments per
annum

Sustainable

Targeted membership
growth in key areas

Increase in Junior, Youth Junior = 257
and Active membership Youth = 84
Active = 123

Junior = 266
Youth = 107
Active = 136

Highly engaged
membership

Annual member
engagement survey

To be conducted

Developing &
maintaining nonmember revenue
streams

Increase in non-member FY17 $130,859 (Income
$226,727 – Membership
fee income items as
reported in Club annual $95,868)
accounts
Maintaining member
fees at or below CPI

Refer to annual accounts
Fees for the 2018/19
season remain below
our pre-redevelopment
fees

State Title Points Score
– Junior, Senior, Masters
State Title Club Ranking
– Junior, Senior, Masters
National Titles
Representation

SLSWA Results – Not
Available

Successful &
Developing
Our Members competitive athletes &
coaches

SCARBORO SLSC Annual Report 2017-2018
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Member Engagement
Index = 4.11

Junior = 5th / 226 pts
(Handicap = 15th / 739.3
pts)
Senior = 7th / 345.5 pts
(Handicap = 3rd / 1199
pts)
Masters = 7th / 156 pts
Aussies 2017 = 4 Finals,
3 Semi-Finals, 4 QtrFinals

Aussies 2018 = 5 Finals,
5 Semi-Finals, 1 QtrFinals

As this season comes to an end so does my time as Vice President, having re-joined the Executive for the
2016/17 to see our redevelopment through to a successful finish I am pleased to say that the finish line is in sight.
In the words of one of our members, “we haven’t been through anything like this since 1965!” and as such I will
be nominating for the position of President as we look to move from builders and developers back to our core
business of being a surf life saving club.
Jody Ballard
Vice-President
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SCARBORO SURF LIFE SAVING CLUB INC
ABN: 91 545 935 250

FINANCE DIRECTOR’S

The finance statements present a healthy view of our income and expenditure over the past twelve months. All
areas of the club were appreciative of our somewhat unusual financial position and were circumspect in their
spending. This has resulted in a modest surplus for the year. Importantly, we have a core of supportive members
as well as committed sponsors who enabled us to continue in difficult circumstances over this period.
We have been able to sustain unity and general goodwill to the club during a very disruptive two-year period. Even
more crucial from my point of view was our financial viability. While previous Committees had left us in a secure position,
we were potentially financially vulnerable if our sponsors had not continued their support. Our commitment to the fit
out of the new premises is real, and while we were hopeful and quietly confident that much of the expenditure could
be covered by grants and sponsorship, we could not be certain. This left us very financially vulnerable.
If we hadn’t had a core of supportive members as well as committed sponsors,
we could have been in a very different financial position. Thanks to those people,
we are now in a great position to build on our move to the new clubrooms,
increase membership and participation, and cement our position as an iconic
local Scarborough community group providing a real and life-saving service.
In particular, I would like to recognise the following;
LotteryWest
City of Stirling
Channel 9
Scarborough Rotary
IGA Doubleview
Davey Real Estate
Scarborough Toyota
Federal Government
3 Oceans
While these were the largest in terms of financial support, there were numerous others who contributed in cash
and kind. Their support is truly appreciated, and we thank them all.
Our biggest expenditure remains ahead of us with the majority of the club rooms fit out to be undertaken over
the next several months. Next year’s finances will produce an interesting result. While we have been blessed with
supportive sponsors regarding the fit out past and to come, you will appreciate it is probably the largest capital
expenditure the club has ever had. Previous Committees had planned financially for this, and we have had the
support of numerous benefactors, large and small. Hopefully, by the time of next year’s Finance Report, conditions
will have settled, and the club will be in a position to more accurately budget for income and expenditure.
Tony Ince
Director of Finance
17
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SCARBORO SURF LIFE SAVING CLUB INC
ABN: 91 545 935 250

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
YEAR ENDED 30 APRIL 2018

30 Apr 18

30 Apr 17

Current Assets

$

$

Cash and Cash Equivalents

702,550

633,364

Trade and Other Receivables

62,217

1,844

Inventory

21,102

26,494

-

-

785,869

661,702

-

-

80,169

22,782

80,169

22,782

866,038

684,484

Current Liabilities
Trade and Other Payables
Other Liabilities

83,845
5,551

22,726
-

Total Liabilities

89,396

22,726

776,641

661,758

661,758
114,883

596,216
65,542

776,641

661,758

Notes

Prepayments
Total Current Assets
Non‐current Assets
Leasehold Improvements
Plant & Equipment
Total Non‐current Assets
Total Assets

Net Assets
Members’ Funds
Members’ Funds Bought Forward
Surplus\(Deficit) for the year
Total Members Funds’

THIS STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION SHOULD BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE ACCOMPANYING NOTES.
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SCARBORO SURF LIFE SAVING CLUB INC
ABN: 91 545 935 250

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 APRIL 2018
Notes
Income
Membership & Administration

30 Apr 18

30 Apr 17

$

$

100,048

95,868

116

136

Lifesaving income

56,517

56,125

SLSWA donation
Grants

9,942
13,127

9,953
1,000

Sponsorship

36,364

41,000

General Fundraising
Donations
Functions

18,885
5,018
12,440

11,597
12,665
11,492

Bar Operations
Canteen Operations
Merchandising Operations
Juniors

(293)
194
(1,560)
5,563

(509)
919
(844)
7,121

Gear & Equipment
Education & Training
Competition
Profit from sale of equipment

10,000
286
72,022
955

5,000
2,105
11,501
2,784

389,624

267,913

Expenditure
Membership & Administration
Club Premises

81,474
7,226

86,566
4,423

General Fundraising
Functions
Juniors
Lifesaving (patrol expenses)
Gear & Equipment
Education & Training
Competition
IRB

2,459
19,117
3,157
19,515
4,938
4,136
44,982
28,733

771
28,728
13,592
3,924
9,559
7,607
34,216
1,869

123,159

191,215
66,822

9,004

11,156

-

-

114,883

65,542

Club Premises

Total Income

Total Expenditure
Surplus/(Deficit) before Depreciation/
Amortisation and Write offs
Depreciation and Amortisation
Property, Plant and Equipment written off
Net Surplus/(Deficit)

THIS STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION SHOULD BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE ACCOMPANYING NOTES.
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DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION
I joined Scarboro SLSC as a nipper and nearly 30 years

facilities for our administration purposes and function

on, I was excited but apprehensive to take on the role

effectively without clubrooms.

of Director of Administration. This has been my first
major role in the Club besides Patrol Captain and

Now is the time to focus on moving our administration

Competitor and to be a part of the Executive is an

and operations resources into the new Clubrooms.

extremely rewarding role (and sometimes daunting)

With the new Clubrooms comes ample opportunities

with the responsibility that is required of you.

for growth and improvement in our operations,
education and lifesaving areas as well as competition

I took on my first season as Director of Administration

and general administration. There are some areas that

knowing that it wasn’t going to be an easy job with the

are evident we have to improve on but I am confident

Club still running out of the compound until the new

that this is something we can achieve together as a

clubrooms were going to be ready. Kerry, who had

Club and regain our spirit as we move forward into

been employed by the Club in the previous season,

the 2018/19 season. If any of you see me around,

was already ahead of me with her knowledge but

please don’t hesitate to come up to me with feedback,

with a successful handover from Debbie Whitehurst,

suggestions, comments or queries on anything Club

we started the season feeling confident and looking

related and I will be more than happy to listen and

forward to working as a team.

action where required.

The focus this season was to effectively manage the

Thanks to Alan, Jody and Tony and all the Office Bearers

Club from the temporary facilities whilst we tied up all

and Captains who patiently allowed me to find my

the loose ends to ensure we were adequately prepared

feet in this role during the season. I have a new found

for when the time came to move to the new Clubrooms.

appreciation for all the hard work and long hours that

As always with construction timeframes, there was a

goes on behind the scenes. You’re all outstanding role

slight delay in gaining access to all the facilities and

models in my eyes and it is a pleasure to work with you all.

Alan and I made a mad dash to the City of Stirling to
ensure the lease was signed and sealed just in time

Special thanks to Debbie Whitehurst for always being

for the Aussie Championships to begin. As I write

there for me throughout the season with any questions

this report, I am eager to see SLSA head back over

or queries that I had. Thank you for taking the time to

East so we can finally move into our much-anticipated

handover your knowledge in this area Debbie.

Clubrooms and I for one am thoroughly looking forward
to the Polar Bear season with hot showers!

A big thanks to Kerry, our Administration Manager, who
does a wonderful job and makes my role manageable,

To be honest, I actually enjoyed the temporary

her knowledge and passion for surf life saving is evident

compound we had set up and thought we were very

in her enthusiasm for all things club related. At times

lucky as a Club to have such an area designated for

my full time job took up more time that I had to offer

us to still run effectively and operate in an intimate

and Kerry would always be there for me at any time of

environment. I love change as much as a holiday, so

the day. Kerry is employed by the Club on a part time

it was an exciting time for me and I hope everyone

basis, so this was a huge help to me as I wasn’t always

had some positive memories from the past couple of

available during her working hours. Thanks for your

seasons. Thanks to SLSWA for allowing us to utilise their

support and assistance this season Kerry, I know its
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not easy running the Club away from the actual club
facilities and your flexibility this season has not gone
unnoticed.
Thanks also to those members around the Club who
have always been there for me no matter what, your
support and words of wisdom are always valuable and I
wouldn’t be able to do this role without you all.
Finally, a huge shout out to my incredible and ever
inspiring parents, to say that these two are my shining
light is an understatement. My dad, a life member
of Scarboro, and mum, a long serving volunteer,
have always allowed me to take my surf life saving
journey independently and therefore it has been a
learning curve for me this season as I experienced the
operational side of the club from my own perspective. I
am grateful that I now have the opportunity to put back
into the Club for all the amazing memories that I have
from my time of being a member at Scarboro SLSC. I
will be nominating to continue in the role of Director
of Administrator for season 2018/19 and am looking
forward to seeing you all down at the beach!
Marissa Welch
Director of Administration
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LIFESAVING
At the start of the 2017/18 season I sat down with TC and

As a club, we patrolled 6977 hours, about 660 hours

the both of us thought of ways that we as a club could

more than last year. The Patrol Captain’s improvement to

improve on last year’s season. Last year saw some patrol

fill out the patrol logs meant we have more accurate and

teams a little short-handed at times so with some very

up to date statistics, some of which include:

quick adjustments to the teams we all set off on the

124 First Aids, 56 Rescues, 3355 Preventative Actions.

one hundred and twenty-one day, eight-month long
journey that was the 2017/18 patrol season. The season

This is a massive increase from last year and I would like

would see us move into parts of our new building and

to congratulate the patrols on the way they handled

have our patience tested as we moved around the new

themselves on busy days.

Scarborough Beach foreshore redevelopment.
Going into the 2018/19 season we are looking to expand
We kicked off pre-season with an information night with

further the services we offer the community in the beach

the Patrol Captains and Vice Captains at Surf House

and Scarborough precinct area. We are continuing to

where I outlined the expectations of patrols this coming

invest as a club in getting the right mix of awards and

season, the most important being the recording of

experience across our 16 patrol teams through more

statistics in the patrol logs. Last season saw us missing

education opportunities for members during the winter

out on a nomination at the SLSWA Awards of Excellence

and pre-season periods and mentoring of patrols by

due to most of our patrols not filling out the patrol logs

experienced members. This season we saw our new

properly. I can report that this season all of the patrol

equipment provided by AGL, SLSWA and SLSA through

logs were filled out correctly, with all of the statistics

various beach safety grants. We saw 6 new rescue

properly logged and the patrol captains signing in all

boards, 2 new defibrillators, 2 new first aid kits and 2 new

3 places! I’m hoping that this year will be the year that

oxygen kits just to name a few items. All this equipment

Scarboro SLSC will take home patrol club of the year, I

goes towards helping replace the old gear to ensure our

know everyone has put in enough effort to make this a

patrols are best prepared for any situation.

very real possibility.
I would also like to give a special mention to Terry ‘TC’
Patrols kicked off on the 30th of September with things

Colby for being there for every set up and pack down

looking up. Already that weekend we had members

of patrols this season, the beach wouldn’t run nearly as

consistently showing up to patrols, a big improvement on

smoothly without his watchful eye.

last year. The season continued with consistent numbers
on patrol. I think this was definitely helped by members

I look forward to seeing you all on the beach again in

being able to find proxy’s easily thanks to the addition of

2018/19 for what will no doubt be another great season

the new Scarboro Patrol Proxy Facebook page that was

for patrols at Scarboro SLSC. Thank you all for your

set up with the help of Suzie Cracknell. This made it a

time and effort on the beach this season and the time

lot more user friendly for members and gave everyone

you spend away from friends and family giving to your

more accountability to find their own proxy. I’d also like

community.

to thank Long Service and Life Members on behalf of
everyone for being on call to help out when needed,

Angus McMillan and Terry Colby

they played a huge part in patrols especially in the three

Lifesaving Officers

months Brighton patrol was open.
SCARBORO SLSC Annual Report 2017-2018
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BOARD
Firstly, thanks to each and every one of our newcomers

In closing, we’ll have a brand new club to enjoy next

this season that got down to the beach, grabbed a

season and we are looking forward to the board squad

board and had a crack at paddling. Whether you were

and board competitors continuing to proudly step up

on a rescue board, a racing mal or anything in between,

in an effort to put Scarboro SLSC in the limelight where

and whether you came off more times than you were

we deserve to be.

on, be assured we have all been in that space at some
time in our surf life and believe me, the longer you keep

Mark Burgess

doing it, the less spills you have and the greater the

Board Captain

enjoyment. As I have said in a previous post in the Echo,
everyone is welcome to join us as we have a few trainers
in the squad who are more than happy to work with
each individual at their desired pace.
We had some epic sessions this year with glassy
conditions and brilliant waves, and some sessions where
paddling was extremely tough, with more of us on our
belly than our knees on those occasions, as balance was
certainly a task. On saying that, competitions are run in
all conditions, so it’s good to use our training sessions to
hone our skills in difficult circumstances.
Regarding training, we will be looking at making a few
changes around the board sessions next season to get
the best return we can on our efforts, so stay tuned
for that. We are also actively looking for sponsors who
may like to proactively assist the board squad, as to
get where we need to go, we do have some obsolete
craft that need to be replaced.
To all of our medal winners, and those that have
competed proudly in Scarboro colours, whether
achieving a podium finish or not, we thank you
immensely for ‘being in the mix’ and having a go, as
that’s what it’s all about and we look forward to you all
backing up again in 18/19 and to also encourage your
fellow members in that direction.
I must make special mention of our coach Chris Kuster.
A man with a wealth of knowledge who thrives of
giving. Thanks mate.
23
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EDUCATION
Scarboro’s education program continued to flourish

new nipper parents, or those wanting to gain some

over the season, even without a dedicated training

confidence in the water so they can provide better

room. City of Stirling again partnered with us, allowing

water safety to our nippers. Next season I’d like to

us to store our training and education supplies at the

deliver this course as part of our sign on day for our

Gildercliffe Street Community Centre free of charge,

new parents, so we’ll need to let our new families

and I thank them for the use of this room.

know to bring their bathers on registration day! Just
another added value to make our new and returning

This year we got smarter about the way we delivered

nipper family members feel welcomed into the club.

training, reducing the number of courses offered,

Our team of trainers grew again this year, with

but boosting our number of trainers so that we could

brand new trainers Jenna Blair, Cheryl Harry, Angus

continue to provide quality training to our members,

McMillan Emily Regan and Elena Rigoll joining in to

ensuring we had good trainer to student ratios so

deliver training in Bronze, SRC and IRB skills, as well

that all students received the attention and focus they

as Petrina Horton helping out with first aid training.

required to gain the skills they were seeking.

Thankyou also to the stalwarts who helped me out
again this year delivering training: Jody Ballard,

Our first major course for the year was a combined

Michelle Bistrup, TC, Chris Kuster, Garry Silk, Dave

SRC and Bronze Medallion course with 42 participants

Thomson and Reece Vogels. It was great to see the

which resulted in us conducting a ‘mega’ assessment

IRB training team expand with Chris, Elena, Jenna,

for 46 Bronze candidates at Scarboro with candidates

Angus and Emily all assisting train our large, and very

from City, Trigg and Floreat joining our group.

keen groups of mostly new members gaining their
IRB Crew awards this season. Thanks also to Shane

Straight after that Chris and I drove to Lancelin to

O’Driscoll-Black who joined this merry band (I just

assess 13 new SRC candidates, as well as put 15 others

need to convince him to do his WA Trainers award in

through their proficiency.

his spare time…)

Other courses throughout the season included Senior

The training delivered to our members this year, and

First Aid, ARTC, Pain Management, Silver Medallion

awards gained were:

IRB Driver, Silver Medallion Beach Management,
Surf Rescue Certificate, IRB Crew and the brand

Award

new Parent Induction Water Safety course. This new
course is an introduction to water safety for brand
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Number of

Number of

Courses

Candidates

ARTC

1

11

Bronze Medallion

2

46

IRB Crew

2

31

Pain Management

1

16

Silver Medallion IRB
Driver

1

5

Senior First Aid

1

10

Silver Medallion Beach
Management

1

7

Surf Rescue Certificate

1

14

Total

10

140
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Assessments again were very busy this year with our

SLSWA has changed the way it teaches it’s Official’s

club assessors assisting other clubs to assess awards

course so that it is all online now, so our nipper

across the coast from Mullaloo to Swanbourne. Thank

parents who want to gain this award can do so curled

you again to Michelle Bistrup, TC, Peter Hilgendorf,

up on the couch over winter, laptop and coffee at

Chris Kuster, Mark Innes, Paul McKenner, Andrew

hand, so they are ready to jump in and assist once

Matraszek, Mick Morrissey and Dave Thomson for

next seasons carnivals commence. The Executive

their assistance.

have agreed to reimburse any members who do this
course once they have completed their first officiating
duties so the $35 course cost will be covered.

And of course another challenge was to ensure all of
our athletes who wanted to compete at Aussies this
year had their Bronze Medallion upgraded to include

I’d also like to run a basic first aid course for any

the requisite Certificate II in Public Water Safety and

members who are interested, covering the main

Aquatic Rescue award so they could compete on

scenarios we are likely to encounter with the new

the national stage at our very own beach. A flurry of

skate bowl Snake Pit and skate park plus climbing

activity saw 18 of our athletes made compliant.

wall. Breaks, strains, bruises, bleeds, spinals and head
injuries will all be covered. I’ll run this course in our

In the off season I will run another Silver Medallion

brand new cosy training room as soon as it is fitted out,

Beach Management course, Senior First Aid course

so keep an eye out for an email in the coming months.

(although keep an eye out on the Echo as SLSWA now
offer FREE Senior First Aid courses for club members

Have a great winter, and I look forward to seeing

at random times which are a perfect opportunity

everyone in our new training room next season.

if you need to renew or gain your Senior First Aid
Bel Kuster

qualification).

Education Officer
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SOCIAL
In our 90th year we once again had the challenge of
providing social events at other local establishments
and I am pleased to say that although we didn’t have
as many events as we would have liked we tried very
hard to make them interesting and different. As a
result all events were well attended.
The December sundowner was held at the Sandbar
and we used the event to help give needy kids a
better Christmas by running a toy drive. This was very
well attended and all toys donated by club members
were delivered to the Smith Family. An amazing
response by our members - hopefully we can do
something similar this year.
The 90th anniversary breakfast was held in the clubs
new boat shed which gave members the opportunity
to see how the facilities were shaping up and to
celebrate the clubs significant milestone. The word
is that all who attended were very impressed and
enjoyed their morning.
After the success of last years Annual Dinner we
headed back to the Marmion Angling and Aquatic
Club to close out the season. Another great night at a
great venue!
Next season we look forward to holding functions in
our new building as well as some other fun events for
all age groups.
A massive thank you to the Social Committee, Bel Kuster,
Belinda Somers, Angus McMillan, Mitch Alco, Emily
Regan, Hannah O’Neill and Kate Irwin. For some of us it
was our first year and I am so grateful for the guidance of
those who were involved last year. Everyone worked hard
to make our social season a success.
Well Done!!
Cheryl Harry
Social Officer
27
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FIRST AID
In what was a challenging year with our moving from

for equipment and replenishment stock were it was

temporary facilities to what will be a new facility, I

kept. Unfortunately in the temporary first aid room

would like to thank all members for putting up with

we were restricted with labelling and storage, which

our limited resources. We are still operating out of the

was not ideal, but all members adapted well and I

temporary First Aid room by the equipment sheds but

thank all members for their patience. When we are up

should be moving into the shared new First Aid Room

and running in the new First Aid Room there will be

(with City of Stirling Life Guards) in the next month or

orientation and education sessions for all members,

so. The interior is almost complete with cupboards

where all equipment and facilities that are available

now being installed.

will be explained and demonstrated. As this is a new
shared facility any input and suggestions are always

We were lucky with some average weather over the

welcome to ensure we provide a superior service to

last couple of seasons that gave us some respite and

when we are on duty or down at the club.

a lower demand on our services which could have
been very challenging operating out of what was very

Judging by my observation and feedback since the

cramped conditions.

new general public areas have been opened, I suspect
our First Aid attendances will increase with mainly the

I am very pleased to confirm that we have been very

skateboard pit being the prime culprit.

fortunate in acquiring one hospital deluxe patient
trolley from Anna Beazley Nurse Manager of St John

Once again I would like to thank all members for their

of God Hospital in Mt Lawley, and a brand new

support and look forward to utilizing our new facilities.

hospital bed (all electric) from Jay Cook Territory
Manager Howard Wright Hospital Supplies. These

Shane Power

have been donated to the club saving Scarboro

First Aid Officer

Surf Club literally thousands of dollars, as they are
expensive equipment to purchase. We have also had
two more soft pack.
First Aid Kits and two new soft pack Oxygen Kits
arriving this week. These additions with one more
AED that is required will bring our total to six of each
to fully resource our patrols for the new season. Older
equipment such as the metal Oxy-Vivas and first Aid
hard case kits can be used for beach and education
training. A Laredal AED was kindly donated to the
club by members Mark and Niccola Sweeney that
will be utilised with one of the new Oxy Kits for next
season. All loan equipment has been returned from
the Aussies, which will be serviced and readied for the
new season. I know that there was some concerns with
patrol members having some difficulties when looking
SCARBORO SLSC Annual Report 2017-2018
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JUNIORS
Good bye ‘Sea Containers’. Following two seasons

Scarboro heading to City Beach. With a win for City

operating out of temporary accommodation whilst

of Perth, this less formal competition was enjoyed

our new facility was being built, we bid farewell to

by all and gave the Nippers and family members a

our bright yellow sea containers. They enabled us to

wonderful opportunity to embrace the club culture

continue offering opportunities for Nippers to learn

and companionship with each other away from their

and grow at our amazing Scarborough Beach. Delivery

home beach.

of the program was made easy once again by the
amazing resources of our SLSWA curriculum guide to

This season found the introduction of the U8/U9s

ensure all skills were consistently delivered across all

‘Little Nippers Carnivals’ with over 400 competitors

disciplines and ages groups.

across the state. This gave the ever enthusiastic
younger members the opportunity to rise to the

The winter warm up with Pool Rescue lead to some

challenge and learn all about carnivals in a positive

of our highest participation numbers, the final results

and safe environment. From all accounts the parent

found Scarboro with handfuls of gold, silver and

officials also had a wonderful time with the children....

bronze medals. With more participants in the Pool

a very positive experience for all.

Rescue this season than in previous years, Scarboro
finished overall in 4th place just behind Sorrento by 1

Nippers is only as successful as the parents involved,

point. Credit has to go to the Age Group Managers

and with the new NRC (Nippers Rescue Certificate)

and the purchase of the new equipment that helped

initiative from SLSWA, Scarboro embraced it thanks to

us deliver several pool training sessions and fine tune

Bel Kuster who delivered a fantastic course for many of

some of those more challenging disciplines for the

the junior parents.

Nippers, like rope throwing. The club now has its own
ropes, bricks and obstacles to deliver quality, and of

January brought the move to the new (but not

course fun training over the winter.

completely finished) Scarboro Club. This is why we
all love the club so much, even during the busiest

The Summer season started with a sunny day which

times everyone comes together to make sure that

was a change from previous years, providing an

everything is ready and operating for the delivery of

energetic start which set the tone for the rest of the

the Nippers Program.

season. Not only was the beach a buzz with energy,
but all the Age Group Managers looked fantastic

Club Champions were spread out over a number of

sporting their new shirts thanks to Todd Knox.

weekends due to some unseasonal conditions. So
to ensure maximum participation, beach and water

Carnival participation across all age groups was high,

events were split across separate days, this proved

as the Nippers manage to maintain numbers for the

to be an exciting water experience with many photo

second season in a row. November saw the Endurance

finishes across the age groups including some new

Championships, with some of our newest members

faces finishing in the top three places.

giving it a go, and some of our seasoned members
medalling in events.

With preparations for the Aussies brought new
challenges, but we were lucky enough to have the

Jacko day (inter-club event) returned this season with
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joined together for our Sunday morning session. An

tales from Tony Ince explaining the origin of the name

amazing sight, with over 100 kids in a number of age

‘Scarboro’ on our shirts and the story behind the

groups and parents as far as the eye could see.

‘Golden Table’, the Nippers laughed and played whilst
parents reflected on just why we all do what we do for

This season’s highlight was seeing not one, but two

our kids.

Nippers March Past Teams compete in the State
Championships. The participation in this traditional

As another season draws to a close we finished with an

event was really important as the club celebrated its

actioned packed morning on the beach (but not in the

90th year. With training under their belt thanks to the

water) we took a moment to watch the oceans power as

help of Cheryl Harry one of our senior March Past

a 3-4 metre swell kept us on the beach. Reflecting on

members and her team, the Nippers teams finished

the highlights of the season we were able to finish the

a very close 4th and 6th place, leaving them eager to

morning with the nostalgic sausage sizzle, that sure put

better themselves next year.

a smile on all the kids’ faces.

As part of the Nippers experience, junior members

All of this only happens with the right people, I would

have the opportunity to participate in SunSmart

like to thank all my AGMs – Lee Greenland (who is

Nippers Championships. Preparation involves a

finishing and I thank her for her dedication to our Little

Pre-States evening which found us returning back

Nippers), Nick Stewart U/8; Nat Alco U/9 (also Mr & Mrs

to the grass for the first time outside the new club

Alco for helping out at the Little Nipper Carnival), Todd

rooms. With March Past displays, homemade food

Knox U/10; Belinda Somers U/11 (with Luke and Richard

from parents and a perfect sunset what better way to

stepping up for 10 weeks whilst Belinda went across

prepare for the grand final event. States presented

Australia), Nick Dale U/12 and Helen Harwood U/13

itself with challenging conditions on the first day, the

(who now finds her journey moving to Youthies.) I thank

tenacity and commitment to represent the club had all Helen for her commitment to the group over the past
participants compete with their heads held high,

few seasons.

an amazing sense of achievement.
But again our Age Group Managers are only as good as
A unique experience was the Commonwealth Games

the Parent helpers. Thanks must go to the water safety

Queens Baton Relay tradition. Scarborough Beach

parents and officials as we are unable to participate

Amphitheatre played host to a baton exchange which

at carnivals if we don’t have our dedicated parents

took the baton to Trigg Beach. Scarboro Club Nippers onboard supporting the Scarboro family.
and family members lined the path to the waters edge
on Sunday 25th February at 2.30pm to high five runner So what does the future hold now we have new club
Gabrielle Murphy with the baton.

rooms? Equipment was challenging this season but
with a plan to replenish and repair over winter, 2018/19

Special thanks goes to Scarborough Sportsmen’s

season will find us ready to accept the growth we are

Club for again hosting our Junior Awards Night. With

predicting with the new facilities coming on board. With

the Golden Table front and centre, photos from the

growth we will also need to increase our water safety

season on the big screen, pizza and rocky-road and

equipment and our effectiveness for communication.

medal presentations it was the perfect night. With

With this in mind the Pool Rescue 2018 program finds us
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launching ‘Team App’ for Scarboro SLSC, publicising
to all members at touch events, training, photo gallery,
newsletters, and website links as quick as you can say

CLUB AWARDS
U/10

Sarah Fistonich
Mathew Box

‘how did you do that?’
From a mum and a lover of the beach and all it has

U/11

to offer, a huge congratulations to our aspiring surf

Olivia Ralls
Cristo Aggiss

athletes. The growth observed is a credit to the
children and parents that share the passion and love
for the beach, it’s the enjoyment and fulfilment of

U/12

finding lifelong friendships that makes the Scarboro

Emily Lucey
Joel Horton

family what it is today.

NIPPERS RESULTS

U/13

Riley Somers

U/10 WA NIPPER CHAMPION
U/13 JUNIOR CLUB ACHIEVER

Finn Knox

Alice Harwood

STATES – GOLD
U/10 Ironman - Finn Knox
U/10 Surf Race - Finn Knox
U/11 Beach Run 1km - Aiden Somers
U/12 Beach Relay- Amelie Butler, Hayley Hyde, Ava
McCullagh, Kerrie Tierney
U/13 Beach Run 1km - Seren Sweeney and Riley
Somers
U/13 Endurance – Beach Run 2km- Riley Somers
STATES – SILVER
U/8 Beach Sprint - Rebecca Tierney

Nicole Tolev

U/8 Surf Race - Daniella McGregor-Bayne
U/10 Cameron Relay - Parker Howard, Lucas Klomfass,

Junior Officer

Finn Knox, Noah Levitt
U/12 Beach Flags - Ava McCullagh
U/13 Surf Race - Alice Harwood
U/13 Endurance – Ironwoman - Alice Harwood
STATES – BRONZE
U/12 Beach Flags - Kerrie Tierney
U/12 Beach Sprint - Ava McCullagh
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BEACH
We had a relatively small beach squad this season,
although still enjoyed some great results at States &
Nationals.
In the distance events, Hannah Jones continued her
Aussies success with another gold medal and a few
days earlier Ben Johnson claimed a bronze in the
U15 2km run. At the other end of the age scale, Jose
Desfosses is still undefeated in the masters distance
runs, this time a 1km gold medal. To go with his long
run medal, Jose was also a member of our 200 age
group relay who won gold at Aussies Masters (Jose,
Glenn Ross, Adam Young & Dorian Moro). To round
out a great masters event on the beach, Dorian Moro
won his first individual national medal, with a beach
sprint bronze.
We had some mixed results in the senior events at
Aussies, however the standout performance was by
Sophie Watts who followed her states bronze medal
up with a 6th place in the Open Beach Sprint final.
That was our first open female sprint finalist since
Tenneille in 2012.
Our relays had some good results with U19 (Kaleigh
Spithoven, Immy Spencer, Tayah Geneff & Emma
Weeks) getting a 5th in the relay final, while both open
teams finished their Aussies in the semis – open men
because I dropped the baton!
Other highlights for the season were States gold in
the U19 female sprint for Immy Spencer and gold
in the flags for Kaleigh Spithoven. Immy started the
season well, gaining a place in the State team that
travelled to Adelaide in January.
Glenn Ross
Beach Captain
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IRB
The IRB section of Scarboro Surf Life Saving club has been slowly but steadily increasing in size and skill over
the past year. However, with the expected increase in member numbers due to the new clubroom facilities
the number of qualified members is expected to grow. These committed individuals operate one of the most
effective pieces of rescue equipment and hold a keystone position in relation to the countless lives saved and
preventative actions performed on our beaches. Keeping these numbers high and skills even higher on our
beach remains increasingly important with the large crowds that our beautiful section of coastline brings, and
what we also assume will be a higher influx in beachgoers due to the Scarborough redevelopment.
DFES Hull
It is with great pleasure that the club (and IRB Racing Team) got to witness the naming of our new DFES Hull:
the “Nick Stewart”. For those who may not remember, Nick was our IRB Officer for a period of time. From an
IRB perspective the naming is highly appropriate and is a well-deserved recognition to a hardworking member
of not only our club but also our IRB community. Nick’s commitments to water safety and handling for the IRB
Racing Team did not go unnoticed and remains thoroughly appreciated by the IRB section. For all present at this
fortuitous event, it goes without saying that his readiness to assist in anything club or IRB related far exceeds his
readiness to deliver public speeches.
Racing Team
The Scarboro IRB Racing Team has found itself in an increasingly strong position over the past decade yet
continues to grow and develop. Over the 2017 season, which was to be a ‘development’ year, the commitment
of the team was demonstrated via the delivery of some of our most successful competition results to date. Such
results were achieved with the welcome influx of younger racers and the appreciated input from some of our older/
semi-retired racers who lingered on, past their used-by date, to pass down useful racing cues and maxims.
Unfortunately the 2017 season provided some of the most horrible weather conditions the team has faced in
recent years. Not only this, but the competitive space and overall speed of the competition has been some of the
fastest the IRB Racing Team has had ever had to face: Fremantle and Mullaloo were among the largest teams and
fought ferociously for the podium.
Competition
Scarboro IRB Racing Team finished equal second overall and tied with Fremantle on 46 Points. Mullaloo took out
the top spot with 64 points.
This is a fantastic achievement for the Scarboro IRB Racing Team who were competing against clubs of much
greater numbers who unfortunately had the boats on the water to accumulate a larger number of total points. The
results below show the enemy was by no means faster …
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State Championship Results
Female Single

Marine Subs

Emily Regan, Hannah O’Neil and Taneisha Lincoln

Gold

Female Mass

Marine Subs

Emily Regan, Hannah O’Neil, Taneisha Lincoln and Hollie

Silver

Sheils-Rudd
Female Teams

Marine Subs

Kate Irwin, Alex Budge, Hollie Sheils-Rudd, Emily Regan, Hannah

Gold

O’Neil and Taneisha Lincoln
Female Tube

Male Single
Male Mass

Marine Subs

Emily Regan, Annie Kinsella and Taneisha Lincoln

Bronze

Underdogs

Kate Irwin, Alex Budge, and Angus McMillan

4th Place

Aquaholics

Emma Forte, Hannah O’Neil and Adam Watts

5th Place

Sharks

Adam Watts, Cam Buchanan and Jacinta Waters

Gold

Shake ‘n’ Bake

Angus McMillan, Henry Irwin and Taneisha Lincoln

4th Place

Sharks

Adam Watts, Cam Buchanan, Jacinta Waters and Annie

Silver

Kinsella
Male Teams

Sharks

Adam Watts, Cam Buchanan, Hollie Sheils-Rudd, Angus

Gold

McMillan, Henry Irwin and Taneisha Lincoln
Notable Achievements
The Scarboro Marine Subs (aka Emily Regan, Hannah O’Neil and Taneisha Lincoln) won the Combined Marine
Shield for the most points accumulated over the season in the Female Single Rescue Event. This is a great
achievement and these three hardworking girls have earned their team name on the shield for all to see in years
to come.
To say I am proud of the IRB Racing Team this year is a vast understatement. In a year of what was to be a
“development” year, where we were operating out of sea containers and scrounging for parts, we achieved
fantastic results in one of the fastest competition years I have ever seen. The team has shown they are
determined, tough and not to be intimidated. We have the commitment, team spirit and collective skills to
continue these results far into the future.
Support Crew
Many thanks go to our hardworking team up on the frigid sand: Particularly Andrew Matraszek and Dave
Thomson.
Further thanks go to our handlers, parents and general entourage for their commitment to helping support the
team in the cold and wet of winter. It is the efforts of those who are in it for nothing other than to support our
team that enables us to compete at the level we do.
Looking Forward
The 2018 racing season is around the corner with the first carnival at Fremantle on 6 May 2018. Given our
increase in team size, increase in training frequency and anticipated acquisition of new equipment we are
looking well placed and expect to deliver exceptional results in the upcoming season.
The IRB Racing Team has this year opted not to go to the SLSA IRB Australian Championships in Thirroul, NSW.
The team has instead opted to attend the SLS World Championships, which will be held later in the year at
Glenelg, SA.
SCARBORO SLSC Annual Report 2017-2018
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Water Safety
The IRB Racing Team, along with assistance from the general IRB section of the club, put many hours into water
safety events over the previous year. Such events include the Rottnest Channel Swim, Champion Lakes swims,
SLSWA State Championship events, and most recently covering 3 surf clubs’ worth of water safety shifts at the
SLSA Australian Championships. A big thank you to all who helped keep watch over our fellow surf lifesavers.
The IRB section also looks forward to continuing its water safety for the long-standing polar bears swims in the
upcoming months.
Patrolling, Training and Financial
I would like to thank the efforts of those who help train our new drivers and crews over the winter months. Many
thanks go to the Kusters, Dave Thomson and Andrew Matraszek. Without your efforts our numbers and our
skills would plateau and inevitably decline.
Further thanks to all those who committed to their patrols and kept that prop spinning to save lives. If any of
you ever wish to learn more about IRB’s or think you would enjoy racing, the IRB Racing Team embraces all
expressions of interest.
Thanks to all those who operate in the background to make sure our equipment is renewed and funded. Special
thanks to the Executive Committee and in particular to Jody Ballard for his much appreciated support of the IRB
section and the IRB Racing Team.
Lastly, a heartfelt thank you must go to Michael Peters who has unwaveringly kept the IRB section of the club
operational for the past few years. He has kept the IRB section moving forward in times when the operating
conditions of a compound facility caused many other sections to move backwards. It is with great sadness that
we farewell him from his familiar post as IRB Captain. We know he will remain just as vital to the IRB section in
the upcoming years.
If you hear that racket out the back, it’s probably us …
See you all at the waters edge.
Reece Vogels
IRB Captain
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MARCH PAST
This season 15 very dedicated members made up the

I would like to thank the team for their dedication

Scarboro March Past team. The team being -

to training and I hope we can continue on our path

Doug McGhie, Jill Briggs, Tanya Channell, Phil

in 2018/2019. I would like also to sincerely thank

Cooper, Glenda Hirsch, Wendy Kehoe, Chris Dickson,

Doug, Pam and Cheryl for their coaching assistance

Deb Barry, Kathy Brooks, Cheryl Harry, Narelle Darch,

throughout the season, to Phil who transported our

Nicky Dinham and reserves Peter McDonnell, Bob

reel to and from carnivals and a special thanks to our

Welch and Jeff Young.

reserves Peter, Bob and Jeff without whom we would
not have been able to compete in every carnival.

The team’s competition standing continued on the
path set in the previous 2 seasons, starting with point

We all hope that the club will continue to support us

deductions in the teens in season 1. Although the

as they have this season and that we will continue on

team trained consistently and looked pretty good, we

our upward path which includes expanding interest in

struggled to get under a 7 points deduction at club

marching in the Nipper and Under 23 sections of the

carnivals which led to a bit of frustration. However, a

club.

deduction of 3.50 at the Australian Championships
cheered us all, finishing equal 4th on points. This is the

Yours in surf

highest that a Scarboro March Past team has finished
in 39 years.

Brian Hall
March Past Coach
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COMPETITION
The Competition Committee met regularly

Championship

throughout the season and after setting a new

Events

Gold

Silver

IRB

4

2

1

Pool Rescue

9

7

6

R&R / Belt Rescue

-

1

-

environment for our members, while identifying

Junior State
Champs

5

3

2

competition pathways to increase participation and

Masters

15

9

6

performance.

Open

3

5

5

Aussies

5

7

6

meeting agenda and issues register which were
aligned to Scarboro’s revised strategic plan,
we concentrated on developing a Competition
Calendar that would promote an active and healthy

Bronze

I would like to thank Mark Burgess, Warren Jones,
Glenn Ross, Marty Robinson and Tim Whitehurst who

The Club is fortunate to have several coaches and

formed the backbone of our Committee and were

surf sports officials who, without these people, our

team managers at the various intraclub carnivals and

athletes can never reach their full potential. However,

State and Australian championships.

there is a significant number of coaches who have let
their certification lapse and so there remains a great

Thanks must also go to Brian Hall who continued to

deal of work still to do to ensure the safety of our

manage the Club’s Trophy events which were well

members by ensuring that all coaches remain qualified

supported throughout the season. Another success

and hold a current Working with Children certificate.

was the revamped Club Championship program which

That said we did have one new coach qualify in

benefitted from early notification as evidenced by

two disciplines (well done Shane) and others in the

greater participation across all the age groups.

pipeline for next season.

The Club is fortunate to have several talented athletes

It is reasonable to expect that with the completion of

who continue to represent Scarboro and perform at

building works to our Club and the Scarborough Beach

the highest level. However for the Club to rise in the

district, and the very successful Aussies at our beach,

rankings we need to focus on developing depth across

there will be significant interest in our Club and our

the various disciplines and return to Lifesaver, Patrol

membership will grow from new and returning members.

and First Aid competition and board riding events.
Scarboro is on the crest of a new golden age and our
Congratulations to all our medallists and to those

challenge is to capitalise on these opportunities to

who competed to their maximum potential. I refer you

revitalise the competition culture within the Club. I

to each of the area reports for more details of their

firmly believe that during the season the Competition

accomplishments.

Committee took some important steps towards this
aim and I look forward to season 2018-19.
Chris Kuster
Competition Officer
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SURF BOATS
Another difficult season this year as we continue our

because of work and/or family holidays, we did not

life without clubrooms, the thought of training at 5am

get into full crew training till mid-January.

without the possibility of a warm shower before work
was just too much for us to attract rowers back to the

We showed steady improvement from then on and at

club. Hopefully this will change next season as we

the state titles came a very close second in the Open

prepare to move into our new club facilities.

Female boat and with the Open and U/19 male crews
came second in the boat relay.

We started the season with the possibility of 5 crews
representing our club, and with some hard work from

We rowed A’rs women at the Aussies getting down

our coaches we were able to deliver on this and held

to the last 12 boats (1st semi-final) and just missing

them together and it was a great pleasure to see 5

getting into the last 8 boats.

crews racing for Scarboro at Aussies on our own beach.
Again, with the Open and U/19 male crews they came
Our crews were as follows,

7th in the Boat Relay final at the Aussies.

OPEN MEN: SCARBORO BLACK,

We did not miss one training session due to a no show

Garry Hotchkin, Chris Bashall, Mark Campbell, Ben

and we all enjoyed the season.

Pearse, Ben Whitehurst.
Thanks to the girls who filled in at training and/or
This year has been challenging due to work

carnivals when one of the girls was away.

commitments of crew members and the fact that our
club couldn’t field a full team to enter the surf league

I hope the 4 girls return for next season and we can

carnivals. The boys rowed honestly all year but had a

recruit more girls to row.

season that luck seemed to not fall their way. While
making the podium regularly during the year they

RESERVE FEMALE: SCARBORO RUMBILINA’S

could only manage a fourth at States in very trying

David Irwin, Susan Estreich, Michele Bistrup, Anne

conditions but they lead out well to set up the silver

Longden, Kelly Riddle.

medal row in the boat relay. This silver medal placing
qualified Scarboro into the boat relay at Aussies where

The ladies joined our club after moving from our

they finished seventh. In the Open boat division at

Northern neighbours. We had a steady season of

Aussies unfortunately the boys were bundled out in

rowing with not a lot of racing which resulted in some

three rounds.

average results at State masters. The ladies recovered
well with a good result at the sprint carnival in Secret

OPEN WOMEN: SCARBORO PIES,

Harbour. Aussies masters went well but we were

John Wright, Meg Downes, Maddie Elliott, Yasmin

eliminated during the rounds, but a fair season.

George, Tara Broadhurst.
RESERVE FEMALE: SCARBORO STICK & BRICK,
The girls had a very good season. With two crew

Tim Whitehurst, Jane Taylor, Jess Knox-Rafferty, Sarah

changes from last year’s crew due to work/study

Rafferty, Hannah Longley.

commitments and at times one of the girls being away
40

We had a slow start to our season with limited
availability to get to the carnivals but the girls trained
well all year, mid-year we had a personnel change and
we welcomed Hannah into the crew, with her limited
rowing experience our challenge was to get her ready
for her first surf boat State titles. While we didn’t
end up racing at States because of the unfavourable
conditions we did get to represent Scarboro at
Aussies, the girls rowed well but unfortunately we
were knocked out in straight rounds. I would like to
thank these four ladies for their dedication, humour,
and their ability to put a positive spin on any situation
that I presented them with. It has been a pleasure to
sweep you this season; I won’t say coach because I
think I have learnt more from you this year than I could
ever have taught you. Thanks for a great year ladies.

UNDER 19’S
David Irwin, Dane Reeds, Jaxon Creed, Spencer
Hudson Pope, Tom Irwin.
The boys started off slowly after success last year
trying to get a crew together before Tom stepped
in. Work situations made it hard to get in the water
much but with a few good sessions they put in a good
showing at the sprint carnival in Secret Harbour and
rowed strongly at the State titles with a bronze in their
division and silver in the boat relay. Aussies highlight
was making the boat relay final with the men’s and
women’s crew. Hopefully the boys will lift next year to
lead the U23 division and Tom will recruit for the U19’s.
I would like to thank all our rowers for their support
and all the hard work they have put in this season.
Tim Whitehurst
Boat Captain
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SKI
After a promising start to the season with several

The aging band of Masters competitors, perhaps with

junior paddlers training hard, it was left to Harry

the advantage of local knowledge, came away with a

Morse to carry the banner for Scarboro at the Aussies.

bag of medals from the Aussie Masters. The standout

While he didn’t feature in the medals, he can be proud

performers were Warren Jones, Graham Croft and

of his performance.

Colin Vidler who all had multiple podium finishes over
the two days. Colin again demonstrated his canny surf

Annie Kinsella put her hand up when it mattered

skills and managed to maintain his composure during

and was a late inclusion into the taplin team at the

tight finishes when other competitors were struggling

State titles.

to hold a wave.

Unfortunately, the Scarboro ski squad once

Lastly, I’d like to thank Warren Jones, who took on the

dominant on the West Coast, continues to

onerous task of team manager during the States and

struggle with numbers and is likely to continue

Aussies for Junior, Open and Masters events spending

with mediocre results until we can build a team of

long hours entering competitors and organising teams

dedicated paddlers willing to put in the time to

and equipment.

become successful.
Martin Robinson
There are a number of new initiatives planned for the

Ski Captain

‘off season’ that will hopeful re-energise the squad
and lead to more positive outcomes in the future.
Keep an eye on the Echo for more information.
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WATER
It’s been a big year of changes at Scarboro this season

and Ben Johnson and Chris Smyth 3rd in the U15

with the new clubrooms, foreshore development and

board rescue. Thanks must go to all the reelmen and

the States and Aussies on our home beach. We’ve had

linesmen who helped the swimmers on the day. It

a squad of committed U/14, U/15 and U/17 age groups

was great for the kids to be helped by so many club

training on Tuesday mornings since September and

legends!

Sunday mornings also since October and it’s been
great to see the changes in them as they’ve learnt new

Aussies 2018 at Scarboro was a huge success and

skills and become more confident in the surf.

we had a keen group of Youth competitors who
competed that first Saturday and Sunday. The waves

Thanks again to all the swim coaches who’ve been

were big and the kids were nervous but they all

training the swimmers throughout the last 12 months

competed so well. The waves eased back for the

and there may be some opportunities for club

Masters and Scarboro did well with a win in the 170yrs

members to benefit from Tuart Swimming Club,

surf teams and several medals in the surf races,

coached by Travis Nederpelt, winning the tender for

rescue tube races and ironman. The swell picked up

squad lanes in the new Scarborough pool.

again for the Open carnival and punchy conditions
caused some chaos. We had competitors in the 2km

Scarboro had another successful Pool Rescue State

swim, surf race, surf teams and belt race. They all

Championships last July with 2 Gold, 3 Silver and

swam hard, some finals were made and others nearly

6 Bronze to Jane Harwood, Hannah Jones, Holly

made and none will forget the experience. It was

O’Brien, Jemima O’Loughlin, Thomas Horton and

lovely to have the Aussies on our home beach with a

Trent Huzzard. We’re just gearing up for the Pool

great atmosphere for all our members to be involved

Rescue series for 2018 which starts later this month.

and cheering on our competitors. There’s a bit of

There is a different skill set to be learnt and it takes

excitement around the club with enthusiasm for a trip

a few training sessions and competitions to gain

to Queensland next year for the Aussies 2019!

confidence.
2017/18 has been a successful year with a great
The senior carnival program saw a return to the

bunch of kids enjoying and pushing themselves.

usual 5 carnivals before States and this seemed to

It’s been rewarding for me to see them forming

suit everyone better and was more conducive to

strong friendships across the age groups and I think

maintaining a Sunday morning program at the club.

everyone is looking forward to next season in the new
clubrooms. Next season I hope we can involve more

The Endurance State Championships were in

members to become involved in the swimming side

November with Jane Harwood 3rd in the 2km swim

of the club activities, I’m sure changerooms and hot

and Alice Harwood 3rd in the ironwoman.

showers will help.

State Championships in March saw a good turnout of

Warren Jones

U14, U15 and U17 competitors and we had teams in

Water Captain

most events. It was great to see everyone competing
their hardest and enjoying the time with their teammates. Results saw Hannah Jones 2nd in the U17 belt
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1935 - 1936
1936 - 1937
1937 - 1938
1938 - 1939
1939 - 1940
1940 - 1941
1941 - 1942
1942 - 1943
1943 - 1944
1944 - 1945
1945 - 1946
1946 - 1947
1947 - 1948
1948 - 1949
1949 - 1950
1950 - 1951
1951 - 1952
1952 - 1953
1953 - 1954
1954 - 1955
1955 - 1956
1956 - 1957
1957- 1958
1958 - 1959
1959 - 1960
1960 - 1961
1961 - 1962
1962 - 1963
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J.F.Wright
J.F.Wright
N.J.Kenyon
N.J.Kenyon
B.M.Morrissey
B.M.Morrissey
B.M.Morrissey
G.R.Bermingham
G.R.Bermingham
F.R.Allsopp
A.C.Snook
A.C.Snook
P.J.Bermingham
P.J.Bermingham
P.J.Bermingham
P.J.Bermingham
W.W.Fry
W.W.Fry
W.W.Fry
R.Welch
R.Welch
R.Welch
R.Welch
R.Welch
D.A.McGhie

L.S.C

AR BO
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2002
2003
2000
2001
2003
2004
2002 -1933
2003--1934
2002
2003
2003
2004
2001
2002
2004
2005
2003 -1934
2004--1935
2000
2001
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2004
2004
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2002
2003
2005
2006
2004 -1935
2005
2001
2002
SeASon
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2004
2005
2005
2006
2003
2004
2006
2007
2005 -1936
2006--1937
2002
2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2004
2005
2007
2006 -1937
2007
2003
2004
2000--1938
-2008
2001
2006
2007
2007
2005
2006
2008
2009
2007 -1938
2008
2004
2005
2001--1939
-2008
2002
2007
2008
2008
2009
2006
2007
2009
2010
2008 -1939
2009
2005
2002- 1940
-2006
2003
2008
2009
2009
2010
2007
2008
2010
2011
2009 -1940
2010---1941
2006
2007
2003 - 2004
2009
2010
2010---1942
2011
2008
2009
2011
2012
2010 -1941
2007
2008
2004---2012
2005
2010
2011
2011
2009
2010
2013
2011 -1942
2012
2008
2009
2005--1943
-2012
2006
2011
2012
2013
2010
2011
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2012 -1943
2009
2010
2006--1944
-2012
2007
2012
2013
2013
2014
2011
2015
2013 -1944
2014
2010
2011
2007-- 1945
-2012
2008
2013
2014
2015
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2012
2013
2011
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2008- -2017
2009
2013
2014
2016
2012
2013
1946
2009--1947
-2018
2010
2013
2014
2017
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1948
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2011- -1949
2012
1949
2012- 1950
- 2013
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2013 - 2014
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1953 - 1954
1954 - 1955
1955 - 1956
1956 - 1957
1957- 1958
1958 - 1959
1959 - 1960
1960 - 1961
1961 - 1962
1962 - 1963
1963 - 1964
1964 - 1965
1965 - 1966
1966 - 1967
1967 - 1966
1968 - 1969
1969 - 1970
1970 - 1971
1971 - 1972
1972 - 1973
1973 - 1974
1974 - 1975
1975 - 1976
1976 - 1977
1977 - 1978
1978 - 1979
1979 - 1980
1980 - 1981
1981 - 1982
1982 - 1983
1983 - 1984
1984 - 1985
1985 - 1986
1986 - 1987
1987 - 1988
1988 - 1989
1989 - 1990
1990 - 1991
1991 - 1992
1992 - 1993
1993 - 1994
1994 - 1995
1995 - 1996
1996 - 1997
1997 - 1998
1998 - 1999
1999 - 2000

PreSidenT
PreSidenT
PreSidenT
PreSidenT
D.G.Stewart
PreSidenT
D.A.McGhie
D.G.Stewart
PreSidenT
D.A.McGhie
D.A.McGhie
D.G.Stewart
PreSidenT
D.A.McGhie
D.A.McGhie
D.G.Stewart

SCSCSCSCSC

SC

SC

SeASon
SeASon
SeASon
SeASon
1929 - 1930
SeASon
2000
2001
1930
- -1931
SeASon
2000
2001
2001
2002
2000 -1931
2001--1932
SeASon
2000
2001
2001
2002
2002
2003
2001 -1932
2002--1933

S.

RO

(Founded 1928)

RO

Executive Officers

RORORORORO

RO

O
AR B
BO
SCARBORO
SURF
LIFE SAVING
CLUB
AR BOAR B
SCARBORO
SURF
LIFE
SAVING
CLUB
AR BO
SCARBORO
SURF
LIFE
SAVING
CLUB
SCARBORO
SURF
LIFE
SAVING
CLUB
SSCARBORO
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SURF
LIFE
SAVING
CLUB
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1928)
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SURF
LIFE
SAVING
CLUB
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S.L.S.C
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L.S.C
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GRAHAM R CROFT – 62ND LIFE MEMBER
SCARBORO SURF LIFE SAVING CLUB
Like so many of our more dedicated and diligent

wearing the Scarboro colours at some 35 plus State,

members in recent years, Graham R Croft joined

National and International Masters Surf Life Saving

Scarboro Surf Life Saving Club in 1991 with his children.

Championship Carnivals.

With a strong background in Royal Lifesaving and as
a decorated pool swimmer, Graham quickly found his
way into the active side of the Club and gained his

In addition to his profession in finance, Graham also
demonstrated a skill in carpentry and associated

bronze medallion in 1992.

trades, born from building his own home. These skills

As an Active patrolling surf lifesaver, Graham was a

continued to be a much valued odd job man over the

regular participant in Sunday surf club activities and

past two decades, except for a short period of 2 years

soon began to have his name carved on numerous

from 2006 to 2008 when he resided in South Australia,

Club trophies over the next two decades, the first

but retained his membership at Scarboro.

being fastest in the 1994 Dan White 2000m swim
and fastest in the Jack Moloney swim at the Club

have been well utilised by the Club as Graham has

Graham is among the small group of members

Anniversary breakfast that same season.

who repeatedly volunteer to assist with many Club

In late 1994 Graham’s profession as an accountant

of the pigeon hole ski racks in our old building, board

with the State Government Insurance Commission

and ski racks in our recent home in the compound,

was recognised by the Club and he keenly took

and now in our new home. His skills were also handy

activities, examples being, assisting with the building

on the role of Finance Director to replace Barbara
Snook who stood down from the role when she was
engaged as our Club Admin Secretary. Graham
took the management of our finances to a new level
bringing his financial skills to the business of the
Executive Committee. Graham continued to serve in
that role through to season 96/97, including acting
as Bar Manager before stepping down and taking on
the position of Clubrooms Director in 1997, a role he
continued in for two seasons and was awarded the Life
Member’s Most Enthusiastic Member trophy in 1998.
However, with his dominance as a swimmer, Graham
soon gravitated into regular competition, which led
him to take on the position of Club Water Captain
in 1999, inspiring our few surf swimmers at interclub
carnivals over the next five years and at odd intervals in
subsequent seasons.
After adding ski and board paddling to his surf
swimming skills, Graham has won close to 200
championship medals in his age group while
SCARBORO SLSC Annual Report 2017-2018
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lifetime of some 20 years, most recently the Davey
Swim. During his time as Director of Finance, Graham
sought to introduce a regular major fundraiser for
the Club and thus the Scarborough 5km Public Open
Water Swim was born.
The timing was perfect as the annual Rottnest Channel
Swim was booming with entries, which created a
demand for a long distance warmup swim. Holding
the 5km swim several weeks prior to the Channel Swim
encouraged entries in the hundreds and Scarboro
was the beneficiary of the entry fee, plus sponsorship,
with minimal outlay comprising a breakfast and prizes
(mostly donated from local businesses solicited by
Graham and a supporting band of club members).
Graham continued as the event director for the swim
for 12 years, before it was taken over by the Club under
an organising committee. The swim proved to be a
major source of income over its life, ceasing only in
2017 because of our move north to the compound.
when Scarboro hosted the Aussies in 2009 and again
in 2014, when he was called upon to help with some

After some 26 years as an Active, Reserve Active
and Long Service member, Graham Croft’s record
exemplifies what is meant by Outstanding and Special

of the local work.

Service. And it is in recognition of this service that
Graham R Croft is presented as our 62nd life member.

Graham continued as an Active patrolling member
through to the early 2000s before moving onto
Reserve Active and then Long Service membership;
but Surfguard records him still doing voluntary patrols
through the last decade. However, life membership
is not bestowed for just long service or for just doing
your elected or appointed job, it is bestowed in
acknowledgement of Special and Outstanding Service.
For going beyond the duty statement.
In Graham’s case, his record as it stands, is outstanding
and he has repeatedly gone beyond the duty
statement. An example of Special Service comes from
his introduction in 1997 of the Scarboro 5km Open
Water Swim, branded with various sponsors over its
47
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LIFE MEMBERS OF SCARBORO
SURF LIFE SAVING CLUB

1930 SW Ewan (Dec’d)
1934 D White (OAM, Dec’d)
1935 HM Henderson (Dec’d)
1936 D G Stewart (Dec’d)
1938 JA Ashdown (Dec’d)
1940 R J Elliot (Dec’d)
1940 R A Elliot (Dec’d)
1944 GM Burton (Dec;d)
1947 HF McNess (Dec’d)
1947 PT Steel (Dec’d)
1954 R Grannery (Dec’d)
1956 SJ Bessen
1956 BD C Lawson (Dec’d)
1960 WF Breakell (Dec’d)
1961 EB Jones
1965 F J Marshall
1969 R S Phelps
1969 PJ Bermingham (OAM, Dec’d)
1973 BL Powell
1976 D C Hatch (Dec’d)
1976 MW Wright
1976 BD Hall
1977 K A Hooper
1978 JF Wright
1981 JD Malony (Dec’d)
1981 D J Smith
1983 B M Morrissey
1985 R Welch (OAM)
1986 GR Bermingham
1989 PJ Hawkins
1990 W Fry (OAM)
1991 R Blake (OAM)
1993 AC Snook (Dec’d)
1995 R Dalziell
1995 D McGhie
1996 J Kearsley (Dec’d)
1996 P McDonnell
1997 T Carlton
1998 GV Hotchkin
1999 R D’Alessandro
2000 FR Allsopp
2000 K W Vidler
2002 J Hall

2003 AR Ince
2003 D P Irwin
2005 MR Irwin
2005 A Zeh
2006 S Hawkins
2009 T Channell
2009 G Ross
2010 W.Moss
2012 A Carville
2012 D Thomson
2013 P Hilgendorf
2013 JN Stewart
2015 E Irwin
2015 D Kelly
2015 J Kitts
2016 A Matraszek
2017 J Blake
2017 M Nielsen
2018 G Croft
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2018 SLSWA SENIOR STATE
CHAMPIONSHIPS
GOLD MEDALISTS

U/15 FEMALE BEACH FLAGS
India Dehavilland

U/17 FEMALE BEACH RUN 2KM
U/15 MALE BEACH RUN 2KM

Hannah Jones

Ben Johnson
U/19 FEMALE BEACH FLAGS
U/17 FEMALE SURF BELT RACE

Kaleigh Spithoven

Hannah Jones
U/19 FEMALE BEACH SPRINT
Imogen Spencer

BRONZE MEDALISTS

SILVER MEDALISTS

OPEN FEMALE BEACH SPRINT
Sophie Watts

OPEN FEMALE SURF BOAT
Tara Broadhurst

U/15 MALE BOARD RACE

Meg Downes

Ben Johnson

Madeline Elliott
Yasmin George

U/15 MALE BOARD RESCUE

John Wright

Ben Johnson
Christopher Smyth

OPEN MIXED SURF BOAT RELAY
Chris Bashall

U/19 FEMALE BEACH RELAY

Tara Broadhurst

Tayah Geneff

Mark Campbell

Imogen Spencer

Jaxon Creed

Kaleigh Spithoven

Meg Downes

Emma Weeks

Madeline Elliott
Yasmin George

U/19 MALE SURF BOAT

Garry Hotchkin

Jaxon Creed

Spencer Hudson Pope

Spencer Hudson Pope

Thomas Irwin

Thomas Irwin

David Irwin

Dane Reeds

Benjamin Pearse

David Irwin

Dane Reeds
Benjamin Whitehurst
John Wright
U/14 FEMALE BEACH RUN 2KM
Phoebe Jones
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2017/2018 SLSWA IRB
CHAMPIONSHIPS

SILVER MEDALISTS

GOLD MEDALISTS

Scarboro Sharks

OPEN FEMALE IRB SINGLE RESCUE

Annie Kinsella

Scarboro Marine Subs

Jacinta Waters

Taneisha Lincoln

Adam Watts

Hannah O’Neil
Emily Regan
OPEN FEMALE IRB TEAMS RESCUE
Scarboro Marine Subs
Alexandria Budge
Kate Irwin
Taneisha Lincoln
Hannah O’Neil
Emily Regan
Hollie Sheils-Rudd
OPEN MALE IRB SINGLE RESCUE
Scarboro Sharks
Cameron Buchanan
Jacinta Waters
Adam Watts
OPEN MALE IRB TEAMS RESCUE
Scarboro Sharks
Cameron Buchanan
Henry Irwin
Taneisha Lincoln
Angus McMillan
Hollie Sheils-Rudd
Adam Watts

OPEN MALE IRB MASS RESCUE
Cameron Buchanan

BRONZE MEDALISTS
OPEN FEMALE IRB TUBE RESCUE
Scarboro Marine Subs
Annie Kinsella
Taneisha Lincoln
Emily Regan

2018 SLSWA NIPPER
CHAMPIONSHIPS
GOLD MEDALISTS
U/10 MALE IRONMAN
Finn Knox
U/10 MALE SURF RACE
Finn Knox
U/11 MALE BEACH RUN 1KM
Aiden Somers
U/12 FEMALE BEACH RELAY
Amelie Butler
Hayley Hyde
Ava McCullagh
Kerrie Tierney
U/13 MALE BEACH RUN 1KM
Riley Somers
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2017 SLSWA ENDURANCE
STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS

35-39 MALE DOUBLE SKI
Peter Hülkenberg
Stuart King

GOLD MEDALISTS

40-44 MALE BEACH RUN 2KM
Stephane Dellac

50-54 MALE SWIM RACE 2KM
Warren Jones

50-54 MALE BEACH SPRINT
Dorian Moro

55-59 MALE BEACH RUN 2KM
Jose Desfosses

50-54 MALE BOARD RACE
Warren Jones

U/14 FEMALE BEACH RUN 4KM
Phoebe Jones

50-54 MALE RESCUE TUBE RACE
Warren Jones

U11-U13 MALE BEACH RUN 2KM
Riley Somers

50-54 MALE SURF RACE

2018 SLSWA MASTERS STATE
CHAMPIONSHIPS

Warren Jones

GOLD MEDALISTS

Kim Williams

55-59 FEMALE BEACH RUN 2KM

55-59 FEMALE SURF RACE

130 MIN MALE SINGLE SKI RELAY

Kim Williams

Stuart King
Stuart Morarty

65-69 MALE BEACH RUN 1KM

Scott Wright

Jose Desfosses

170 MIN MALE SURF TEAMS RACE

65-69 MALE IRONMAN

Graham Croft

Graham Croft

Warren Jones
Peter Tanham

65-69 MALE RESCUE TUBE RACE
Graham Croft

200 MIN MALE BEACH RELAY
Jose Desfosses

65-59 MALE SURF RACE

Dorian Moro

Graham Croft

Glenn Ross
Adam Young
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AGGREGATE POINTS
OPEN MALE

Long Run		
Beach Sprint		
Surf Race		
U/17 MALE

Long Run		
Beach Sprint		
Surf Race		
U/17 FEMALE

Long Run		
Surf Race		
U/15 MALE

Long Run		
Beach Sprint		
Surf Race		
U/15 FEMALE

Long Run		
Surf Race		
U/14 MALE

Long Run		
Surf Race		
VETERAN MALE

Long Run		
Beach Sprint		
Surf Race		

VETERAN FEMALE

Long Run		
Beach Sprint		
Surf Race		

Shane O’Driscoll-Black
Shane O’Driscoll-Black
Shane O’Driscoll-Black
Thomas Horton
Thomas Horton
Thomas Horton
Hannah Jones
Hannah Jones
Ben Johnson
Ben Johnson
Ben Johnson
Phoebe Jones
Jane Harwood
Maverick Cake
Maverick Cake
Stefan Delac
Adam Young
Stefan Delac
Marissa Welch
Marissa Welch
Kathy Brooks

SUPER VETERAN MALE

Long Run		
Beach Sprint		
Surf Race		

Jose Desfosses
Jose Desfosses
Jose Desfosses

SUPER VETERAN FEMALE

Long Run		
Beach Sprint		
Surf Race		

Nicole Dinham
Nicole Dinham
Janet Stephenson
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CLUB CHAMPIONS
OPEN MALE

Beach Sprint			
Beach Flags			
OPEN FEMALE

Board Race			
Surf Race			
U/19 FEMALE

Beach Sprint			
Beach Flags			
Long Run			
Board Race			
Surf Race			

U/14 MALE

Beach Sprint			
Max Arnold
Beach Flags			
Max Arnold
Long Run			
Maverick Cake
Board Race			
Samuel Horton
Surf Race			
Samuel Horton
Ironman			Maverick Cake

Ben Whitehurst
Ben Whitehurst
Ashleigh Bond
Ashleigh Bond

U/14 FEMALE

Beach Sprint			
Amber Passera
Beach Flags			
Ruby Cohen
Long Run			
Ella McCullagh
Board Race			
Ella McCullagh
Surf Race			
Amber Passera
Ironwoman			Ella McCullagh

Tayah Geneff
Tayah Geneff
Hollie Shiels-Rudd
Hollie Shiels-Rudd
Tayah Geneff

U/17 MALE

VETERAN MALE

Beach Sprint			
Thomas Horton
Beach Flags			
Thomas Horton
Long Run			
Thomas Horton
Board Race			
Thomas Horton
Surf Race			
Thomas Horton
Ski Race			
Harry Morse
Ironman			Thomas Horton

Beach Sprint			
Adam Young
Board Race			
Stuart King
Surf Race			
Stefan Delac
Ski Race			
Volker Vierecke
Long Run			
Stefan Delac
Ironman			Stefan Delac
VETERAN FEMALE

U/17 FEMALE

Board Race			
Surf Race			

Beach Sprint			
Hannah Jones
Beach Flags			
Sarah Moore
Long Run			
Hannah Jones
Board Race			
Hannah Jones
Surf Race			
Hannah Jones
Ski Race			
Annie Kinsella
Ironwoman			Hannah Jones

SUPER VETERAN MALE

Beach Sprint			
Dorian Moro
Beach Flags			
Dorian Moro
Long Run			
Dorian Moro
Board Race			
Mark Burgess
Surf Race			
Peter Tanham
Ski Race			
Paul McKenner
Ironman			John Snook

U/15 MALE

Beach Sprint			
Ben Johnson
Beach Flags			
Ben Johnson
Long Run			
Ben Johnson
Board Race			
Ben Johnson
Surf Race			
Ben Johnson
Ironman			Ben Johnson

U/15 FEMALE

Beach Sprint			
Beach Flags			
Board Race			
Surf Race			

Kathy Brooks
Kathy Brooks

SUPER VETERAN FEMALE

Beach Sprint			
Beach Flags			
Board Race			
Surf Race			
Ski Race			

India Dehavilland
India Dehavilland
Jane Harwood
Jane Harwood
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Janet Stephenson
Janet Stephenson
Karen O’Connor
Janet Stephenson
Karen O’Connor
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CLUB TROPHIES
WALLACE 1000M SWIM		

Warren Jones
Fastest					Warren Jones

DAN WHITE 2000M SWIM		

Ellen Kozlowska
Fastest					Peter Tanham
MCGOVERN MARATHON		
Valentina Avella
Fastest					Stefan Delac
KIKIROS MARATHON			Ben Johnson
Fastest					Ben Johnson
JACK MALONEY			Stuart King

Fastest					Warren Jones

RJ ELLIOTT TROPHY

		John Snook

KEITH & KATH BROWN TROPHY

Ben Johnson

RUSSELL LYONS TROPHY		
Shane 		
					O’Driscoll-Black
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COVETED TROPHIES
Life Members Most Enthusiastic Club Member
Bob Welch
Youth Athlete of the Year
Hannah Jones
Open Athlete of the Year
Sophie Watts
Team of the Year
Open Female IRB Team
Training Officer of the Year
Cheryl Harry
Assessor of the Year
Terry Colby
City of Stirling Most Patrol Hours
Jenna Blair
Most Enthusiastic Patrol Member
Shane O’Driscoll-Black
Competition Official of the Year
Wendy Kehoe
Coach of the Year
Glenn Ross
Office Bearer of the Year
Warren Jones
Liza Harvey Rising Star Award
Ben Johnson
Youth Achiever of the Year
Hollie Sheils-Rudd
Scarboro Stirrer
Scarboro SLSC
25 Years’ Service
Graham Croft
Andrew Matrazsek
Scott Wright
Lesley Reid
70 Years’ Service
Bryn Jones
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Scarboro Surf Life Saving Club
PO BOX 79, Scarborough WA 6922
P: (08) 9341 1011
E: enquiries@scarboro.com.au
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